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	The Transparency Edge: How Credibility Can Make or Break You in Business, 9780071422543 (0071422544), McGraw-Hill, 2003
In The Transparency Edge, leadership expert Barbara Pagano  demonstrates that a clear and open business policy is a powerful management  tool. Backed by exclusive research of thousands of executives at Fortune 500  companies, this comprehensive guide to what-you-see-is-what-you-get leadership  shows you how to practice a transparent management style that will increase your  credibility, build loyalty among your direct reports, and gain the trust of your  superiors. Successful transparency isn’t simply letting it all hang out; to  master this leadership style, managers must acquire a fine sense of how much and  what information others can handle effectively, and how to deliver that  information in honorable, caring, and respectful ways. You’ll learn how to  develop an impeccable reputation, how to live up to that reputation every day,  and how to use your good name to make yourself, your team, and your entire  organization more competitive.

Pagano introduces nine key behaviors that every successful leader uses to  gain a transparency edge. She shows you how this nothing-to-hide approach  enables you to make decisions more efficiently and execute them more  effectively, speed up operations, and increase productivity. You’ll learn how to  identify problems sooner and solve them faster; encourage trust and  collaboration within your organization; and establish a higher level of  credibility with coworkers, clients, and superiors. Find out how to:

	Be overwhelmingly honest about every business situation  
	Make others want to share important information with you  
	Compose yourself in stressful situations  
	Match your words to your actions  
	Enhance your reputation even when you make mistakes  
	Deliver bad news well and much more 
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Dental BiotribologySpringer, 2013

	Dental Biotribology summarizes the latest achievements in dental wear and is designed to help the reader better understand the relationship between structures and tribological properties of human teeth. This book provides guidance on the biomimic design of anti-wear engineering systems based on human teeth and also explains mechanisms...


		

IPSec: The New Security Standard for the Internet, Intranets, and Virtual Private NetworksPrentice Hall, 2003
The Internet connects millions of people around the world and  allows for immediate communication and access to a seemingly limitless amount of  information. Data, video, and voice, almost every single type of communication,  travels across the Internet. Some of this communication is private.

The language...


		

Analysis of Phylogenetics and Evolution with R (Use R!)Springer, 2011

	
		Phylogenetics is the science of the evolutionary relationships among species.
	
		Recently, the term has come to include broader issues such as estimating rates
	
		of evolution, dating divergence among species, reconstructing ancestral characters,
	
		or quantifying adaptation, all these using phylogenies as frameworks.
	...





	

Professional Java EE Design PatternsWrox Press, 2015

	Master Java EE design pattern implementation to improve yourdesign skills and your application’s architecture


	Professional Java EE Design Patterns is the perfectcompanion for anyone who wants to work more effectively with JavaEE, and the only resource that covers both the theory andapplication of design patterns...


		

Fundamental Approaches to Software EngineeringSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering, FASE 2004, held in Barcelona, Spain, in March/April 2004.
The 22 revised full papers and 4 tool presentation papers presented together with an invited paper and the abstract of another invited talk were carefully...


		

Artificial Neural Networks in Finance and ManufacturingIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Two of the most important factors contributing to national and international economy are processing of information for accurate financial forecasting and decision making as well as processing of information for efficient control of manufacturing systems for increased productivity. The associated problems are very complex and conventional methods...
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